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Sheridan Cup (1st Division) First Round

Rangers complete derby hat-trick
»» Tramore 0 Tramore Rangers 1
■■Matt Keane

Saturday’s First Division cup tie
was the third meeting of the nearneighbours this season and Tramore
Rangers came out on top once again at a
wind-swept Graun Park.
Following two victories during the
league campaign (4-2 and 0-2), Rangers
went into the game as favourites and
had they taken all the chances that
came their way they could have won by
a bigger margin. They will now play at
home to St Joseph’s in round two this
Friday.
Rangers set out their stall from
the opening minute. Gary Morrissey
cracked in a rocket of a shot from just
outside the penalty area but the veteran
Tramore goalkeeper John Falconer
tipped the ball around his right upright.
The resultant corner kick caused havoc
inside the penalty area but Falconer just
about prevented the ball going over his
line after James Legg took aim.
Morrissey was back in the thick of
the action once again on 16 minutes,
taking off from just inside the halfway
line before shooting at goal but once
again former Rangers player Falconer
got down smartly to smother.
Rangers keeper Killian Burns was
called into action for the first time after
20 minutes when he dealt with a good
strike from Conor Gough and seconds
later he did well to hold an effort from
Gary Hunt.

Two minutes later the action moved
to the opposite end of the field when
Rangers fullback Michael Gribben sent
in a free kick into the Tramore area.
Michael Kavanagh headed clear but the
ball fell to Drew Keating whose volley
went inches wide of John Falconer’s left
upright.
At this stage the home side had
forced seven corner kicks, six of which
were taken from the right by Sam
Shanahan, but they failed to capitalise.
Eoin Purcell was behind Rangers next
attack on 38 minutes, winning the ball
in midfield before releasing Gary Morrissey who saw his shot on the run go
narrowly over the bar.
The visitors carved out two more
attacks before break, but the hosts held
firm at the back.

Impact sub

Rangers lost the service of Morrissey
two minutes before the interval but his
replacement Mark McCarthy was to go
on to make a big impact on proceedings,
including playing a big part in the only
goal of the game.
But it was Tramore who almost broke
the deadlock three minutes into the
second period. Gary Hunt floated over
a corner from the left which was met by
Michael Kavanagh’s powerful downward header which looked net-bound,
but James Legg who on hand to kick the
ball off the goal-line with Burns out of
position.
On 57 minutes, McCarthy, a pacey
right-sided player, received the ball from
Keating and raced down the flank before
crossing into the Tramore penalty area.
Ian Stenson attempted
to knock the ball out
for a corner kick but
the unfortunate defender only succeeded
in putting it past his
own goalkeeper.
That goal set up
an exciting conclusion, and McCarthy
thought he had found
the net himself five
minutes later when
he turned swiftly
inside the box but his
low strike from 15
yards was well held by
Falconer.
Niall Jackman
drilled the ball
through to Eoin Purcell on 73 minutes but
the latter tried to lob
Falconer rather than
shooting low and the
goalkeeper got a hand
to the ball.
The best move of
the entire game was
Rangers' impressive centre-half Cathal Duffy clears this produced by Rangers
ball from Tramore's Willie Cullinane.

Tramore AFC: couldn't capitalise on their corner count.

Tramore Rangers' sub Mark McCarthy (centre) celebrates his part in the only goal of the game with Niall Jackman and
Drew Keating.
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on 87 minutes. Eoin Purcell, James Legg
and Niall Jackman combined beautifully as the home defenders retreated but
Jackman failed to finish off the sweeping
move by shooting straight at Falconer
from a great position.
Legg had the last chance of the game
in stoppage time but he also failed to test
Falconer.
Meanwhile, at Rangers’ own pitch
the club’s Second Division side had a
compelling 6-5 cup win over Portlaw in
the game of the weekend.

Tramore: John Falconer, Stephen McGrath,
Sam Shanahan, Gary Whelan, Ian Stenson,
Michael Kavanagh, Gary Hunt, Nigel Coad,
Conan Power, Willie Cullinane, Conor Gough.
Subs: Chris Flynn for Hunt (60 mins), David Jacob
for Kavanagh (67), Paul Burns for Coad (76).
Tramore Rangers: Killian Burns, Michael
Gribben, Chris Kirk, Mark Hanniigan, Cathal
Duffy, Alan Harringhton, Drew Keating, Gary
Morrissey, James Legg, Eoin Purcell, Niall
Jackman. Subs: Mark McCarthy for Morrissey
(43 mins), Aaron Coughlan for Jackman (88).
Referee: John Purcell.

Rangers' Eoin Purcell wins the ball against Tramore's Gary Hunt.

Tramore Rangers: third First Division league and cup win against Tramore AFC this
season.

